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T H E D I F F E R E N C E IN E M O T I O N A L I R R I T A B I L I T Y 
B E T W E E N A S T H M A T I C AND N O R M A L C H I L D R E N 

Asthma bronchiale is a very frequent condition in childhood. The frequency 
of this disease keeps on increasing, and in many cases we fail to notice impro
vement. For this reason the affected child should be taught to live even with this 
handicap in such a way as to keep its normal psychic development unimpaired. 
Thus the asthmatic child presents not only a medical problem, but also a psy
chological and a social one. 

It was McDermott, Cobb, Rogersonn, Hardcastle and Duguide who stressed 
the part played by emotion in calling forth asthmatic fits. By analyzing anam
nestic material McDermott and Gobb determined the connection between emo
tional factors and occurring fits with 30 of 50 observed asthmatic patients. Twenty 
of these patients stated that their very first asthmatic fit was brought about by 
emotional disturbence (agitation, anxiety and the like). 

We therefore find emotionality at the basis of starting mechanisms letting loose 
a series of asthmatic fits, and this emotionality may at the same time serve as 
a criterion of the health of the child in question. Besides, an increased emotiona
lity of the- child which co-exists with the asthmatic process may of itself be the 
cause of failure in medical treatment. 

It is a well-known fact that one's relations to other people and to one's environ
ment in general have always an emotional background, the latter predetermining 
whether the relation will assume a more positive or a more negative character. 
Judging from this point of view we find in emotionality the key to Understanding 
and estimating the peculiarities in the behaviour of asthmatic children as well. 

The asthmatic children display emotional unstableness, greater irritability, and 
excessive sensitiveness. They often react impulsively, feel offended, are touchy, 
believe to be wronged, which induces them to weep, intrigue, and join with 
others in rebellion. Their typical features, as can be observed, are egocentrism, 
the habit of exacting love from others, infantilism, dominering, lack of adapta
bility, the desire for superiority, envy, simulation, and poor ability of solving 
personal conflicts. 

The very character of their illness makes asthmatic children call forth abnormal 
situations in the family, at school, and in intercourse with other children, which 
again after boomerang fashion results in new disturbing reactions in the asthmatic 
children, due to insufficient adaptability and increased emotional irritability. 
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These reactions become fixed when such situations recur, they may even get 
aggravated and through time assume the character of constant qualities. 

Summing up we may say that the significance of emotional peculiarities in 
asthmatic children consists in the fact that they represent a basic component of 
the development of negative features in the child's character, and that there is 
an immediate connection between them and the disease, which makes of them 
an important factor in the diagnosis and treatment of asthma bronchiale. 

For these reasons we have selected from the different psychical peculiarities 
of asthmatic children just the emotional disposition for the subject of our 
investigation. 

For all the emotional peculiarities in the mental clinical picture of an asthmatic 
child we may find one common denominator, i. e. excessive emotional irritability 
in response to impulses, and primarily to unpleasant impulses. 

This fact led us to choose such an experimental situation as would serve as 
a simple model of provoking negative emotional reactions by unpleasant im
pulses, enabling us at the same time to find in the experimental individual the 
degree of spontaneous inhibition of the reaction on unpleasant impulses, or — 
taking the problem from the opposite point of view — to find the degree of emo
tional activation, of emotional incitement, which at a certain limit changes into 
a reaction endeavouring to get rid of the upleasant impulse. We conceived this 
experimental situation on the basis of Lindsley's theory of emotional activation. 

We have therefore chosen the following experimental situation: 
We fixed to the lobe of the child's auricle electrodes of an eleclrodermal stimu

lator, by means of which we could switch on and regulate the supply of the 
electric current in the electrodes. Thus we were able to pass electric current of 
1—25 V through the ear-lobe of the child. For the child it was possible to break 
off at will the electric circuit by pressing a small lever in any phase of the growing 
intensity of the electric impulse and thus get rid of the creepy sensation or pain. 

The child was given the following instructions: 
"As soon as you start feeling in the outer ear creepy sensation, no matter how 

mild, say "now", and when you have the impression that the sensation is be
coming unbearable, press the lever." This procedure was performed five times, 
and in each case the upper limit of tolerance was marked. From these five values 
there was subsequently • calculated the average value. This ^investigation was 
carried out with a group of 44 asthmatic children kept in a sanatorium at Strbske 
Pleso (these children had already passed the stage of acute fits) and with a con
trol group of equal number of normal children attending a lower secondary 
school in Brno. Both groups were subjected to the same procedures, and the 
results obtained were compared. 

R E S U L T S E X P R E S S E D IN N U M B E RS 

The results, expressed in numbers, present the following picture: 
To determine the influence of investigated factors (i. e. the unit of tension.at 

a given intensity) a mathematical model of dispersion analysis was chosen for 
two factors operating on two levels: 
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y{jV the number of units (mV. and mA.) 
i = 1 the asthmatic group ' 
i = 2 the control group 
/ = 1 boys 
/ = 2 girls 

v = 1,2 . . . 22 serial number of experimental individuals 
(i = total mean value 
| f = the effect of illness (asthma) or of normal health 
tjf = the effect of sex, boys or girls 

#<; ~ tlie effect of interaction whether asthma Or good health affects 
differently boys than girls 

efj,. = a random component of the results, which is not included in the 
preceding parameters 

')' • i . f 
We assume that stochastically these are independent random quantities with 

a normal distribution, the mean value being 0 and the characteristic a being 
the same in all four groups. 

An analysis of dispersion was made, and the significance of the parameters of 
our model was tested on the basis of the obtained data. First we have subjected 
to a test the hypothesis that the effects of illness and sex are simply added, that 
is to say, that the interaction is equal to 0 : 

#11 - #12 == #21 = #22 = 0 

The respective values of the Fisher-Snedekor criterion F is to be calculated by 
employing the formula 

P _ ^ _ 3195 _ „ „ Q 

* ~ S? ~ TT67 ~ 

This observed value of the statistic F does not belong to tlie 5 % critical region, 
because the respective 95 % quantile is according to the tables equal to 

F 0 . 9 5 ( l ; 8 4 ) =-- 4.3 
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Thus the interaction was found to be insignificant on the 5 % significance level 
and the tested hypothesis was corroborated. Neither asthma nor good health 
affects boys differently than girls. 

Next we have subjected to a test the influence of the sex. We started with the 
hypothesis that the sex has no effect on the results 

, 1 = , , = 0 F = | f - = ̂ i = 2,08 

This observed value of the statistic F neither belongs to the 5 % critical region, 
because the respective 95 % quantile is according to the tables equal to 

F M 5 ( 1 ; 8 4 ) = 4,3 

The influence of the sex proved to be insignificant on the 5 % significance 
level and the hypothesis got corroborated. 

Our next object of testing was the influence of asthma and that of normality. 
Also here we assumed that this factor does not affect the results, that is to say, 
we accepted the hypothesis 

This time the observed value had to be inserted in the dextral 5 % critical 
region, while the hypothesis was not corroborated and therefore must be rejected. 
The effect of this factor on the 5 % significance level was proved to exist. 

The effect of age was estimated in each of the four groups extra on the basis 
of the model 

Xijv age v of an individual in the group ij (i = 1,2; j = 1,2) = 1,2 . . 22 
tXij systematic component of the results, independent of the age limit 

in the group ij 
Pij theoretical regression coefficient in the group ij indicates the 

regression line, that is to say if the age progresses by one year, the 
average tolerance increases by /S^ 

eijv random component of the results with v an individual in the group ij 

In reference to each group we have tested the hypothesis that the age has no 
effect on the results, in other words, that we have to accept the validity of 

h = o 
We employed Student's test t. The respective values of these statistics we derive 

from the formula 
L t 

in this way we get: 
for the group of asthmatic boys t 0,51 
for the group of asthmatic girls I 0.31 
for the group of normal boys t 2,24 
for the group of normal girls i 3.75 
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We have tested with respect to bilateral alternatives. The respective quantile 
of Student's distribution 

Us(/ = 22 - 2) - 2,09 

asthmatic girls asthmatic boys 
norma 1 boys 

5% 

normal 

girb 

-2,09 -0,31 0 0,51 2,24 3,75 

In the two first groups of asthmatic boys and girls the observed value did not 
belong to the 5 % critical region. The effect of age is not significant on the 5 % 
level, and thus the tested hypothesis got corroborated. 

In the other two groups of normal boys and girls the observed value belonged 
to the critical region, while the hypothesis was not corroborated and must be 
rejected. The effect of age is therefore statistically significant in the two groups of 
normal children on the 5 % level. 

C o n c l u s i o n s 

It was found that 

1. the upper limit of emotional tolerance with respect to electric current is signi
ficantly higher in normal children than in asthmatic children; 

2. the upper limit of emotional tolerance is independent of the sex, which makes 
the results reliable; 

3. the upper limit of tolerance depends on the age in so much that it rises with 
the progress of age in normal children, whereas in asthmatic children it falls, 
which also contributes to the reliability of the results; it means that the longer 
is the duration of ihe illness the weaker becomes the ability of the child to 
inhibit his or her reaction on unpleasant impulses. 

4. Apart from the results pertaining to the upper limit of emotional tolerance we 
have also registered the values determining the time of the child's first sensa
tion of the electric impulse. The sensation threshold was on the average lower 
in asthmatic children, which again speaks in favour of the assumed higher 
irritability of these children. 

5. Further contemplated investigation: 
a) children will be investigated in the course of acute fits; 
b) comparative studies of other allergic diseases and of some chronic diseases 

will he performed. 
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6. Conclusions applicable Lo practical work: 
a) The above method may be used as indicator in the course of illness or at the 

lime of improvement, and the objective character of the results may be 
found helpful when the methods of medical and pedagogic treatment are 
being decided upon. 

h) The results may be found useful to those who try to get a deeper theoretical 
insight into the. problem of the origin and development of bronchial asthma. 

Translated by S. Koslomlalsky 

H O Z D l L V E M O C N l D R A 2 D I V 0 S T I D E T l AS' l 'MA T I C K t CM 
A Z D R A V t C H 

limocionalita je v zakladu spoustecich inechanismu rady astmatickych za-
chvatii i v zakladu vyvoje nekterych negativni'oh charakterovych vlastnosti bron-
chialnim astmatem nemocneho ditete. Zvysena emocionalni aktivace takoveho 
dilete muze byt sama zdrojem neuspechu lecebnych zasahu lekafe. 

Vsechny emocionalni zvlastnosti vyskytujici se v klinickem obraze psychiky 
aslmatika Ize pfevest na spolecneho jmenovatele, kterym je zvysena emocni clraz-
divosl na podnel.y, pfedevsim na podnely nepfijemne. 

Proto byla podrobena vyzkumu emocni drazdivost na pruchod elektrick6ho 
proudu (a napiti 1—25 V) laluckem usniho boltce ditele. Dite melo moznost 
v kterekoliv fazi zvysovani intenzity elektrickeho podnetu spontanne rozpojit 
pomoci male packy clektricky okruh a zbavil se tak pocitu niravene'eni az bolesti. 

Bylo zjisteno, ze: 1. horni mez emocionalni tolerance vuci elektrickemu proudu 
u zdravych deti je vyzname vyssi nez u deti astmatickych; 2. horni mez emocio
nalni tolerance ncni zavisla na pohlavi, coz podminuje spolehlivost vysledku; 
3. horni mez emocionalni tolerance je zavisla na veku, a to tak, ze u deti zdravych 
sc s vekcm zvysuje a naopak u deti astmatickych se s vekem snizuje; 4. pocitovy 
prah je u deti astmatickych v prumeru nizsi. 

Protoze vyzkum byl proveden na astmalickyth detech v obdobi rekonvales-
cence, budou jeste vysetfeny deti v obdobi akutnich zachvatu, kdy lze predpo-
kladat, ze zmeny v emocni drazdivosti budou jeste vyraznejsi. Perspektivne bude 
provedeno srovnani s jinymi alergickymi chorobami a s nekterymi chronickymi 
chorobami. 

Mozne zavery pro praxi: Pouzita metoda by mohla slouzit jako indikalor pru-
behu onemocneni, resp. procesu uzdravovani, takze vysledky ziskane touto me-
lodou mohou byt objektivnim voditkem pro stanoveni lecebnych a vycbovnych 
postupu. Vysledky mohou pfispet k prohloubeni leorie vzniku a v^'ojc bron-
chialniho astmatu. 


